Civic Auto To Manual Mount


Innovative Auto-to-Manual Conversion Mounts
Auto to Manual Transmission Conversion Mount for 92-95 Honda Civic 2.9 out of 5 stars 3 ratings. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 . This shopping feature will continue to load items when the Enter key is pressed. ...

Amazon.com: Auto to Manual Transmission Conversion Mount ...
Innovative Mounts Auto-to-Manual Conversion 3pc Mount Kit for 1992-1995 Honda Civic EG & Del-Sol with 3 Bolt or 2 Bolt Post Mount (Driver-side Mount), if you are unsure which kit you need don't hesitate to call us (626) 261-4052. Designed to fit all B and D series motors with hydraulic transmission.
92-95 Honda Civic Innovative Auto to Manual Conversion Mounts
Innovative Mounts Auto-to-Manual Conversion 3pc Mount Kit for 1992-1995 Honda Civic EG & Del-Sol with 3 Bolt or 2 Bolt Post Mount (Driver-side Mount), if you are unsure which kit you need don't hesitate to call us (626) 261-4052. Designed to fit all B and D series motors with hydraulic transmission. $299.00. $242.99.

Innovative Mounts D-Series Honda Mount Kits
Honda Civic: How to Convert Your Automatic to Manual. Converting your 1992 to 2000 Honda Civic automatic to a manual transmission is one of the most rewarding experiences you can have as a Honda enthusiast. Using basic tools and supplies, you can have your newly converted Civic running within a weekend.

Honda Civic: How to Convert Your Automatic to Manual ...
Innovative Mounts auto to manual conversion mount for 1994-2001 Acura Integra. Designed to fit all B and D series motors with M/T hydraulic transmission on an automatic chassis. Direct bolt on solution which does not require notching or other modifications for this conversion. Unique no-tear vibration minimizing bushings.

Innovative Mounts 94-01 Acura Integra Auto to 5spd ...
7424 Route 16 Franklinville, NY 14737 (716) 676-2129 - Main: Great Cars at Great Prices!

Used Cars, Trucks, Vans & SUVs for Sale - Civic Auto
Innovative Mounts Auto-to-Manual Conversion 3pc Mount Kit for 1992-1995 Honda Civic EG & Del-Sol with 3 Bolt or 2 Bolt Post Mount (Driver-side Mount), if you are unsure which kit you need don't hesitate to call us (626) 261-4052. Designed to fit all B and D series motors with hydraulic transmission. $299.00 $242.99

Innovative Motor Mount Kits, Honda, Acura, Innovative Mounts
INNOVATIVE TRANSMISSION MOUNT: CIVIC 92-95 (AT TO MT HYDR TRANS) Innovative automatic to manual transmission conversion steel mount for Honda Civic 92-95 (B series motors with hydraulic transmission) Note-1: Black wrinkle powdercoat. Note-2: Available in (60A Bushing: Up to 250HP), (75A Bushing: Up to 500HP), and (85A Bushing: 500+HP).

Transmission Mount-optionsauto.com

49550 - EG/EH/EJ - Innovative Mounts

All Tagged "1992-1995-Honda-Civic" - Innovative Mounts
99150 - ED/EE/EF - Innovative Mounts
92-95 Civic Automatic to Manual Conversion Mount. Learn More. Add to Compare; EGLH® $129.00. 92-95 Civic / 93-97 Del Sol Left Hand Mount (2-Bolt) Learn More. Add to Compare; EGRH® $129.00. 92-95 Civic / 94-01 Integra / 93-97 Del Sol Right Hand Mount (Hydro Transmission) ...

D-Series (EG) - 92-95 Civic (EG) - Civic / CRX - Mounts

MMR 92-95 Honda Civic Del Sol EG Auto to Manual Conversion ...

92-95 CIVIC / 94-01 INTEGRA REPLACEMENT BILLET MOUNT KIT ...
Auto to Manual Transmission Mount is designed to easily convert your automatic transmission Integra to a manual transmission. The mount will also produce crisper gear shifts by preventing the front end of the engine from pitching up or down, forward and back.

For Honda Civic 1992-1995 Torque Solution Auto to Manual ...
A brand new Honda Civic is currently available at Mohawk Honda in Scotia, NY. Call (518) 370-4911 to schedule a test drive today!

New Honda Civic in Scotia | Mohawk Honda
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